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ABSTRACT 
We consider the following problem. Suppose n jobs have to be processed on 
a machine which can handle only one job at a time. For each job we have a 
fixed processing time and a cost function which is non-decreasing in its 
finishing time. We want to find a schedule that minimizes total costs. 
After reviewing the relevant work done so far on this problem, we 
present a new algorithm for a general cost function. The algorithm is 
tested for the well known case of a weighted tardiness cost function. 
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We consider the following problem. Suppose we haven jobs J 1 , •.. ,Jn' to 
be processed on a machine which can handle only one job at a time. Each 
job J. (i = 1, ... ,n) takes p. time-units to be processed. With each job 
l l 
J. (i = 1, .•. ,n) is associated a non-decreasing cost function c.(t), rep-
1 • l 
resenting the cost incurred if J. finishes 
l 
at time t. Any processing sched-
ule leads to a finishing time t. for J. (i = 
. l l 
1, •.. ,n). We want to find a 
schedule that minimizes ,~=n1 c. ( t.). li= l l 
Various special cases corresponding to specific cost functions have 
been studied in the past. Below, we shall briefly review the relevant work 
done so far, before introducing a new and completely general branch-and-
bound algorithm to solve the problem described above. To test the computa-
tional efficiency of the algorithm, we consider the well known case of a 
weighted tardiness cost function and compare the algorithm's performance 
to that of an algorithm specifically designed for this cost function. 
5 
6 
1 . PREVIOUS WORK 
The above-mentioned problem has been solved efficiently only for the case 
of a linear cost function 
c.(t) = a.(t - d.). 
l l l 
( 1 ) 
Interpreting 
the weighted 
d. as a due-date for J. ( i = 1, ... ,n), we see that ( 1) represents 
l l 
Zateness criterium. Putting d. = O for all i gives the weighted 
l 
flowtime criterium; also included are the special cases of average lateness 
and average ffowtime where a. = 1 / n for all i. Smith [ 20 J proved that all 
l 
these problems are solved by processing the jobs in order of increasing 
p./a. ratio. 
l l 
Apart from Schild' s and Fredman' s work [ 18] on a q_uadratic cost func-
tion and dynamic programming formulations for the general problem by Held 
and Karp [12] and Lawler [14], most researchers have concentrated on the 
weighted tardz'.ness cost function 
c. ( t) = a. max{ 0, t - d. } 
l l l 
( 2) 
which includes the average tardiness criterium as a special case with 
a. = 1/n for all i. The attractiveness of (2) as a cost function is due to 
l 
the fact that is seems economically realistic to introduce cost functions 
C. ( t) that become effective only if J. finishes after its due-date d .. Also, 
l l l 
(2) looks relatively simple from a computational point of view. 
However, finding an optimal schedule with respect to (2) has proved to 
be a very difficult task. The problem is included in Karp's list [13] of 
problems that are expected not to be solvable within an amount of time that 
is polynomial in the number of input parameters. This indicates that an 
efficient general solution method is not likely to be found. It is there-
fore not surprising that all methods so far seek to find the optimal sched-
ule by implicitly enumerating the large, but finite set of ~easible sched-
ules. Two main approaches can be distinguished. 
The first one relies heavily on so-called elimination criteria. Appli-
cation of these criteria may show that a certain job necessarily precedes 
or follows one or more other jobs in at least one optimal schedule. By 
7 
determining as many of these precedence relations as possible, a number 
of feasible schedules can be eliminated. The collection of remaining sched-
ules, containing at least one optimal one, is either explicitly enumerated 
or implicitly enumerated by dynamic programming or simple branch-and-bound 
methods. The best example of this first approach is given by the work of 
Emmons [8] on the average tardiness problem. The fact that all weights are 
equal facilitates the development of powerful elimination criteria. 
Emmons' criteria were successfully implemented by Srinivasan [21], who 
used dynamic programming to enumerate the schedules that could not be elim-
inated. 
For the weighted tardiness cost function and a fortiori for the com-
pletely general cost function, no really powerful elimination criteria have 
been found so far. The other approach has therefore been to rely in the 
first place on efficient implicit enumeration methods of the branch-and-
bound type and to use at most a few simple elimination criteria. A good 
example of this approach is Shwimer's work [19] on the weighted tardiness 
problem. We shall return to Shwimer's algorithm below. 
In general, the performance of branch-and-bound algorithms has been 
rather disappointing. Baker and Martin [1], who compared a rumber of 
average tardiness algorithms, concluded that this was due to the fact that 
the lower bounds developed until then were not very satisfactory. Only one 
or two jobs out of a subset of jobs on the processing costs of which a 
lower bound was sought, actually contributed to this lower bound. The lower 
bound presented below at least does not suffer from this defect. 
The present state-of-the-art in both average and weighted tardiness 
scheduling is such that problems with 12 or 15 jobs may already present 
severe computational problems. No algorithm for a general cost function has 
been tested on a large scale so far. 
8 
2. A NEW ALGOHITHM 
In what follows we shall present a new branch-and-bound algorithm for a 
general cost function. In section 2.1 we outline the enumeration scheme, 
sections 2.2 and 2.3 introduce some elimination criteria and remarks on 
their implementation, and in sections 2.4. and 2.5 the lower bound and its 
implementation are discussed. 
For the sake of an easy notation, we define 
P(<~) = l· Q p. iE i 
for any Q c {1, ... ,n}. 
2.1. Enumeration scheme 
The enumeration scheme that we shall use fills a schedule from back to 
front (cf. [1!-1-]). This is possible because it can be proved [4,17] that 
there always exists an optimal schedule without gaps (i.e. machine idle 
time). The total time needed to process a set of jobs can therefore be 
determined in advance and is independent of the processing order. 
We create a search tree as follows. From the root node, where no jobs 
have been scheduled, we branch ton different nodes on the first level, 
each node corresponding to a specific job being scheduled in then-th 
position. Each of these nodes leads to n-1 new nodes on the second level, 
corresponding to one of the remaining n-1 jobs filling the (n-1)-th position. 
More generally, each node is characterized by a set {J.}. S' (with i iE 
S' c {1, ... ,n}) of jobs, that in a given order fill the (n - IS' I + 1)-th 
to then-th position in the schedule. Denoting {1, ... ,n} - S' by S, [SI new 
branches are created by successively placing each job J (r ES) in the 
r 
[SI-th position of the schedule. This job then runs from P(S) - p to P(S). 
r 
Then! nodes on then-th level of the search tree represent all the 
possible processing schedules. 
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2.2. Elimination criteria 
In each node, characterized by a set {J.}. 8 of unscheduled jobs, we try to l lE 
apply elimination criteria, based on the theorems in this section. Through-
out, our theorems hold for general non-decreasing cost functions; the impli-
cations for the special case of weighted tardiness functions are formulated 
as corollaries. 
Suppose that we have found that there exists an optimal schedule where-
by, for i ES, the set {Jhlh EB.} precedes J.·and the set {Jhlh EA.} fol-
l l l 
lows Ji. Any established relation "Jj precedes Jk" implies that j E Bk and 
k EA .. In the following, we restrict ourselves to schedules which satisfy 
J 
the precedence constraints, defined by B. and A. (i ES). 
l l 
THEOREM 1. If for two jobs Jj and Jk (j,k Es) we have 
(a) cj(t) - ck(t) is a non-decreasing function oft on the interval 
(P(Bk) + pk,P(S-Aj)), and 
(b) Pj :::; pk, 
then we only have to consider schedules whereby Jj precedes Jk. 
Proof. Consider any schedule whereby Jk precedes Jj. Denote by C the 
starting time of Jk and by D the finishing time of Jj. Compare this sched-








The contribution to total costs by all jobs except Jk decreases or remains 
the same, as can be easily checked. As to Jk, it follows from 
P(Bk) +pk:::; C +pk:::; D:::; P(S-Aj) 
and condition (a) that 
cj(D) - ck(D) ~ cj(C+pk) - ck(C+pk). 
Because of condition (b), we have 
c . ( C+pk ) ~ c . ( C+p . ) . 





Together, ( ~-) and ( 5) imply 
c: j ( D) + ck ( C+pk) 2 c j ( C+p j ) + ck ( D), 
which means that the joint contribution of Jj and Jk to total costs also 
decreases or remains the same. (Q.E.D.) 
Remark. If both cj(t) and ck(t) are continuous and almost everywhere 
differentiable on (P(Bk) + pk,P(S-Aj)), then condition (a) is trivially 
fulfilled if' dcj(t)/dt 2 dck(t)/dt for every t E (P(Bk) + pk,P(S-Aj)) 
where both derivatives are defined. 
COROLLARY 1.1. If c.(t) = a. max{O,t d.} for all i, and if for two jobs 
l l l 
Jj and Jk (j,k ES) we have 
( a) dj ::; dk, 
(b) aj 2 ak., and 
( c) p j ::; pk, 
then we only have to consider schedules whereby Jj precedes Jk. 
Proof. We can apply Theorem 1 with Bk= Aj = ¢. Clearly, conditions 
(a) and (b) imply that cj(t) - ck(t) is non-decreasing on the interval 




COROLLARY 1.2. If c.(t) = a. max{O,t - d.} for all i, and if for two jobs 
l l l 
Jj and Jk (j,k ES) we have 
(a) dj::; P(Bk) + pk, 
( b ) a j z ak, and 
( c) p j ::; pk, 
then we only have to consider schedules whereby Jj precedes Jk. 
Proof. Condition (a) implies that cj(t) > 0 fort> P(Bk) + pk, and it 
follows from condition (b) that cj(t) - ck(t) is non-decreasing on the 
required interval. (Q.E.D.) 
THEOREM 2. If for two jobs Jj and Jk (j,k ES) we have 
(a) ck(P(Bk) +pk)= ck(P(S-Aj) - pk), and 
(b) cj(t) - ck(t) is a non-decreasing function oft on the interval 
(P(S-A.) - pk,P(S-A.)), 
J J 
then we only have to consider schedules whereby Jj precedes Jk. 
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Proof. Clearly, conditions (a) and (b) imply that cj(t) - ck(t) is non-
decreasing on the interval (P(Bk) + pk,P(S-Aj)), so in the case that pj s pk 
we can apply Theorem 1. Suppose now that pj >pk.Again, consider any sched-
ule whereby ~rk precedes J j, denote by C the starting time of Jk and by D the 
finishing time of J .. Compare this schedule with the schedule obtained by 
J 
putting Jk directly after Jj (see Figure 3). The contribution to total costs 




by all jobs except Jk decreases or remains the same. As to Jk, it follows 
from 
P(Bk) + pk s C +pk< D - pk s P(S-Aj) - pk 
and condition (a) that 
Because of condition (b), we have 
c.(D) - ck(D) ~ c.(D-pk) - ck(D-pk). 
,J J 
Together, (6) and (7) imply 
cj(D) + ck(C+pk) ~ cj(D-pk) + ck(D), 
(6) 
( 7) 
which means that the joint contribution of Jj and Jk to total costs also 
decreases or remains the same. (Q.E.D.) 
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COROLLARY 2.1. If c.(t) = a. max{O,t - d.} for all i, and if for two jobs 
1 1 1 
Jj and Jk (j,k ES) we have 
(a)~~ P(S-Aj) - pk, 
(b) dj ~~,and 
(c) aj ~ ak, 
then we only have to consider schedules whereby Jj precedes Jk. 
Proof. Condition (a) implies that ck(P(Bk) +pk)= ck(P(S-Aj) - pk), 
and it follows from conditions (b) and (c) that cj(t) - ck(t) is non-de-
creasing on the interval (O,P(S)) (see Figure 2). (Q.E.D.) 
THEOREM 3, If for two jobs Jj and Jk (j,k ES) we have 
ck(P(Bk) +pk)= ck(P(S-Aj)), (8) 
then we only have to consider schedules whereby Jj precedes Jk. 
Proof. We can apply Theorem 2, since its conditions (a) and (b) follow 
from (8). (Q.E.D.) 
COROLLARY 3.1. If c.(t) = a. max{O,t - d.} for all i, and if for two jobs 
1 1 1 
Jj and Jk (j,k ES) we have 
~ ~ P(S-Aj), 
then we only have to consider schedules whereby Jj precedes Jk. 
THEOREM 4. If for a job Jk (k ES) we have 
ck(pk) = ck(P(S)), 
then we only have to consider sched~les whereby Jk comes last among the 
jobs in S. 
(9) 
Proof. Condition (9) implies (8) for all j ES, so we can apply Theorem 
3 to each pair (Jj,Jk) with j ES - {k}. (Q.E.D.) 
COROLLARY 4.1. If c.(t) = a. max{O,t - d.} for all i, and if for a job 
1 1 1 
Jk (k Es) we have 
~ ~ P(S), 
then we only have to consider schedules whereby Jk comes last among the 
jobs ins. 
Corollary 1.1 can be found in Shwimer [19]. Corollaries 1.2 and 2.1 are 
extended versions of Theorems 1 and 2 of Emmons [8]. Our proofs, however, 
are considerably simpler than the original ones. Corollary 4.1 is also known 
as Elmaghraby's Lemma [7]. 
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2.3. Implementation of the elimination criteria 
The main problem arising with the implementation of a number of elimination 
criteria is the possible creation of precedence cycles: it is perfectly 
imaginable that two theorems contradict each other. The nature of our 
theorems and corollaries, however, is such that applying them successively, 
while guarding against precedence cycles, will always lead to a collection 
of schedules containing at least one optimal one. We avoid the creation of 
precedence cycles by immediately constructing the transitive closure of 
each precedence relation "J. precedes Jk " that we find: then 
J 
A.:= A. u {k} u ~ for every i E {j} u B. and BQ,:= BQ, u {j} u B. for every i i J J 
Q, E {k} u ~- If we furthermore restrain ourselves to examining pairs ( Q,, i) 
between which no relation has been found so far, we can never find a prece-
dence cycle. For if we found that "JQ, precedes Ji" and if it then turned out 
that j E Bk for some j E Ai, k E BQ,, then we would have set Q, E Ai, i E BQ, 
in a previous stage and therefore would not have examined this pair anew. 
In the case of general cost functions we can apply Theorems 1 to 4 in 
every node: the set S decreases and the sets A. and B. increase in size as 
i i 
we progress through the search tree. In the case of weighted tardiness func-
tions we apply Corollary 4.1 in every node, whereas Corollaries 1.1, 1 .2, 
2.1 and 3.1 are only used in the root node with S = {1, ... ,n}. Theoretically, 
Corollaries 1.2, 2.1 and 3.1 could be rechecked in every node, but the ad-
vantages of doing so are in this case outweighed by the disadvantages of 
complicated and time-consuming bookkeeping. 
Corollaries 1.1, 1.2, 3.1 and 2.1 are now implemented by running through 
them in this order, while keeping in mind the above remarks, and repeating 
this process until no further improvements are possible. If after this pro-
cess the earliest possible finishing time P(Bk) + pk of a job Jk is larger 
than its due-date~• then this due-date can be set equal to P(Bk) + pk, 
thereby incurring costs ak(P(Bk) + pk - ~) and increasing the chances on 
application of Corollary 4.1. 
The latter corollary is checked in every node. To avoid contradictions 
with the precedence relations, found previously by the other corollaries, a 
total ordering has to be constructed from this partial ordering. Each pair 
of jobs (Jj,Jk) is ordered by a precedence relation from the partial order-
14 
ing, or else by increasing min{hJh E {i} u A.} (i = j,k). On entering a 
i 
node, we then check if the last unscheduled job in this total ordering sat-
isfies the condition mentioned in Corollary 4.1. 
It seems useful to point out that precedence relations that are 
a priori given can now be dealt with in an obvious way, broadening the 
scope of possible applications of our algorithm. 
2.4. Lower bound 
Suppose again that a subset {J.}. S, of jobs fills the ( n - IS' I + 1 )-th i iE 
to then-th position in the schedule and that the subset {J.}. S with i iE 
S = {1, ... ,n} - S' remains to be scheduled. A lower bound LB on the costs 
of all possible schedules in this node will have the form 
* LB= c(S') + LB , ( 1 0) 
where c(S') denotes the known total costs incurred by the jobs in {J.}. S' i iE 
* and LB is a lower bound on the total costs of scheduling the jobs in 
{J.}. s in the period from Oto P( S). i iE 
* To compute LB 
' 
we put m = I SI and renumber the jobs in {J.}. S from i iE 
1 up to m. Our lower bound is now based on the observation that, if 
an optimal sc:hedule for {J 1 , ... ,Jm} can easily be found as follows 
(cf. [14]). Defining 
c .. = c.(jp), 
lJ i 
an optimal schedule n* with minimal total costs is given by the solution 
to the following linear assignment problem: 
. ,j=m 
Illln L· 1 C (')"' ,T "J= 1T J .J 
( 11 ) 
where TT= (TT(1 ), ... ,TT(m)) runs over all permutations of {1, ... ,m}. 
If not all p. ( i = 1, ... ,rn) are equal, an optimal schedule cannot be 
i 
obtained so easily, but the above idea can now be used to compute a lower 
bound. This can be done in two ways. 
15 
Assuming all p. are integers, we can find their greatest common divisor 
i 
g and treat each job J. as a sequence of p./g new jobs of equal length g. 
i i 
The problem, originally given by (11), now becomes a (P(S)/g) x m iinear 
transportation probiem, that produces a lower bound if we succeed in defin-
ing appropriate cost coefficients c ... For the case that 
iJ 
c. (t) = a. max{O,t - d.} + S.t, i i i i 
Gelders en Kleindorfer [10,11] have developed suitable cost coefficients. 
Three problems remain with this approach. 
(1) Generally, the optimal solution to the transportation problem 
involves job splitting (preemption), giving an infeasible schedule. Provi-
sions must be made for this. 
(2) As the greatest common divisor g of all p. will usually be equal 
i 
to 1, the size of the transportation problem tends to be very large. It 
then becomes practically impossible to solve this problem in every node 
again. 
(3) It seems to be difficult to define effective cost coefficients for 
a general cost function c.(t). 
i 
For the above reasons, we prefer a different approach, which basically 
boils down to redefining the cost coefficients for the mxm assignment prob-
lem, so that c .. becomes a lower bound on the cost of putting J. in the 
iJ i 
j-th position in the schedule. To accomplish this, we compute the earliest 
possible finishing time t .. of job J. if we put J. rn the j-th position in 
iJ i. i 
the schedule and if we observe the precedence constraints, given by B. and 
i 
A .. Using the notation 
i 
R.(k) = minQ P(QjQ c {1, ... ,m} - (B.u{i}uA.),IQ\ = k), 
:L i i 
t . . is given by 
iJ 
t .. = P(B.) + p. + R.(j - \B.\ - 1) 
iJ i i i i 
for JB. I < j ~ 1{1, ... ,m} - A. I, as can be easily checked. Redefining 
i i 
{ 
c.(t .. ) 
_ i iJ 
C •• -
iJ co 
for I B. I < j ~ I { 1 , ... ,m} - A. I 
i i 
otherwise, 
and using these cost coefficients in problem (11) now gives the desired 
lower bound LB*. This is easily proved as follows. If an optimal schedule 
16 
for our original problem is given by a permutation TT* with minimal costs 
c({1, ... ,m}), then certainly 
j=m 
f_ c *( ")" s c({1, ... ,m}) LJ=1 TT J J 
( 12) 
because of the definition of c .. and the fact that c.(t) is non-decreasing. 
iJ i 
We also have 
( 13) 
because TT* is a feasible solution to problem (11). Together, (12) and (13) 
* imply the validity of the lower bound LB. 
2.5. Implementation of the lower bound 
Suppose we are now in the following situation. In the current node a lower 
bound LB has been computed, and the jobs in the set {J. Ii E S,S n A. = ~} 
i i 
are candidates for them-th position in the schedule. Choosing any of them 
leads to a new node in the search tree. Fortunately, we can do better than 
solving ah initio the assignment problem in each of these descendant nodes, 
by exploiting the solution to the assignment problem in the current parent 
node. This problem is given by (11) and can be reformulated as 
minimize I~:~ IJ=m C •• x .. j=1 iJ iJ 
subject J=m to I j=1 x .. = for i = 1 , ... ,m, ( 14) iJ 
I1=m for 1 , ••• ,m, x .. = J = -i=1 iJ 
x .. <': 0 for i,J = 1 , ... ,m. 
iJ 
Its dual problem is given by 
i=m IJ=m maximize Ii=1 u. + v. i j=1 J 
subject to u. + v. s c .. for i,J = 1 , ... ,m. i J iJ 
An optimal solution * to these problems has the value LB and is denoted by 
(x~.) and (u~,v~), respectively. The value of the best schedule found so 
iJ i J 
far is denoted by UB and gives an upper bound on the costs of an optimal 
schedule. 
In the parent node, we can with little computational effort obtain a 
lower bound LB on the costs of scheduling job J in them-th position. 
r r 
The costs of the scheduled jobs are equal to 
1'7 
c(S'u{r}) = c(S') + c . rm 
( 15) 
The costs of the remaining jobs can be bounded-from below by the solution 
to the assignment problem which arises from (14) by removing the r-th row 
and them-th column. Since (u~,v~). . is a feasible dual solution to 
i J i=!=r,J=!=m 
this problem, the optimal solution is not smaller than 
Ii=1=r u~ + Ij=1=m v~ = 
LB* * * ( 16) - u - V . i J r m 
Combining ( 1 0) , ( 1 5) and ( 16) , we define 
LB = LB+ * * ;:: LB. C - u - V r rm r m 
Clearly, any potential descendant node for which LB ::: UB can be eliminated. r 
From the remaining candidate jobs a job J with minimal LB is sched-
r r 
uled in them-th position, and we start to explore the corresponding 
descendant node. Application of the elimination criteria in this node may 
increase LB . For example, if in the case of a weighted tardiness cost func-
r 
tion a job Jk is scheduled in position m-1 by application of Corollary 4.1, 
then we have ck m- 1 
LB 
r 




However, if this new LB does not lead to elimination of the node, we have 
r 
to solve its assignment problem. Indexing the jobs as in the parent node, 
and considering only indices which correspond to unscheduled jobs or un-
filled positions, we can still profit from the optimal solution to the 
assignment problem in the parent node in the following ways. 
(1) (x~.) is a partial (i.e. possibly non-feasible) solution to the 
iJ 
new assignment problem and can serve as a starting point for finding an 
optimal solution. 
18 
(2) It is easily seen that, if we pass from the parent into the 
descendant node, the earliest finishing times t .. will not decrease, neither 
iJ 
will the cost coefficients c ... So (u~,v~) is a feasible dual solution to 
iJ i J 
the new assignment problem. 
(3) If our assignment algorithm requires that these initial primal 
and dual solutions are orthogonal, i.e. 




if * x .. > o, iJ 
then this can be achieved by resetting x~. = o·only if 
iJ 
u~ + v~ < c .. 
i J iJ 
and x~. = 1. 
iJ 
Solving the new assignment problem may lead to elimination in two ways. 
(1) If our assignment algorithm yields a sequence of non-decreasing 
feasible dual solutions (u.,v.), then we can eliminate the node as soon as 
i J 
c(S') + Iu. + Iv. ~ UB. 
i J 
(2) In general, we can eliminate the node if the value of the optimal 
solution to the new assignment problem is not smaller than UB. 
The above discussion suggests an alternative bounding mechanism. By 
solving an assignment problem only in the root node, we can compute lower 
bounds throughout the whole search tree by means of sums of appropriate 
dual variables. In fact, this idea has been implemented by Gelders and 
Kleindorfer [10,11]: it is simply not feasible to find a new optimal solution 
to their large transportation problem .in every node again. However, we 
rejected this approach, and our computational results point out that even 
our sharper bounds may lead to quite large search trees for problems of a 
moderate size. 
The question now arises which algorithm has to be used to solve the 
assignment problems. Such an algorithm should be fast, and should yield 
a dual solution in order to prune the search tree at an early stage. 
Preferably, it should be able to use any initial solution on which no 
special requirements are imposed, such as being orthogonal or, even worse, 
being basic. Finally, it ought to supply a sequence of non-decreasing 
feasible dual solutions, so that we can eliminate the current node without 
having solved the assignment problem completely. Among known primal 
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algorithms, Beale's algorithm [2] and the well known stepping-stone 
algorithm [3] deserve serious consideration. The Hungarian method [9] is a 
representative example of a mixed primal-dual algorithm, whereas Dorhout's 
algorithm [5] represents a dual approach to the problem. Table I indicates 
the quality of these four algorithms with respect to the desirable properties 
stated above. 
TABLE I 
PROPERTIES OF ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHMS 
Property Algorithm 
Stepping- Beale Hungarian Dorbout 
Stone 
fastness (cf.[5]) 0 0 - + 
dual solution + - + + 
no requirements on initial solution - + 0 0 
increasing feasible dual solutions - - + + 
After some experiments with Beale's method which bas the serious draw-
back of not producing dual solutions, we settled for Dorhout's algorithm, 
which can be considered as a synthesis of ideas proposed by Tabourier [22] 
and Tomizawa [23]. Essentially; the algorithm works on a complete bipartite 
graph G = (S,M,r), where the vertex sets Sand M correspond to the sets of 
unscheduled jobs and unfilled positions in the current node, respectively; 
each edge e .. E r (i E S,j E M) has a weight w .. = c .. - u. - v .. The 
lJ lJ lJ l J 
algorithm starts with a feasible dual solution (u. ,v.) and a partial primal 
l J 
solution (x .. ), orthogonal to the dual one. The partial solution (x .. ) 
lJ lJ 
defines a matching on G. The algorithm takes any exposed vertex i ES as 
starting point and constructs the shortest augmenting path from i to the 
nearest exposed vertex in M, using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [6]. 
Having found such a path, it augments the matching, and changes the dual 
solution in such a way that its feasibility is maintained and the orthogo-
nality is restored. 
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3. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
3. 1 . -Tested algorithms 
As announced before, we tested our general method on the well known case of 
a weighted tardiness cost function. 
As a comparable alternative approach, we also tested Shwimer's algo-
rithm [19] for this cost function. His enumeration scheme is equivalent to 
ours. He applies only two elimination criteria, formulated here as Corol-
laries 4.1. and 1.1. His lower bound tries to eliminate potential descen-
dants in the parent node; instead of LB he uses 
r 
LB'= c(S'u{r}) + 
r 
+ min. 8 { }{a. lE - r l max{O,P(S-{r})-d.} + min. 8 { .}{ah}•T (S-{r,i})}, 1 ne: - r,1 max 
where T (Q) denotes the minimal maximal tardiness over all possible sched-max 
ules of the set {Jh}he:Q' found by ordering these jobs according to increas-
ing due-dates (see [4,17]). It is clear that Shwimer's bound can be computed 
much quicker than our bound LB, but that only two jobs really contribute to 
its value. Moreover, Shwimer's bound depends explicitly on a property of the 
tardiness function. It is possible to find the minimal maximal cost incurred 
by a set of m-1 jobs for a general cost function due to a device of Lawler 
[15], but the number of operations then increases from O(m log2m) to O(m2 ). 
As a third, cruder approach, a lexicographic enumeration algorithm 
(cf. [16]) was tested. This method enumerates schedules in the way described 
in section 2.1, always choosing J such that d is maximal over all remain-
r r 
ing candidates in {J.}. 8 • Corollary 4.1 can then easily be applied; no l lE 
other elimination criteria have been incorporated. Also a simple bounding 
mechanism is used, with 
LB"= c(S'u{r}). 
r 
For a more general remark on the possible use of such a quick complete enu-
meration method, we refer to section 4. 
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3.2. Testproblems 
We shall now describe in detail the way in which we generated random data 
on which to test these three methods. The reasons for this detailed approach 
will become apparent as we proceed. 
Given the number of jobs n, each problem is completely specified by 
3n values (p. ,d. ,a.), i = 1, ... ,n. These values correspond to processing 
l l l 
times, due-dates and weights, respectively. We regard then triples as a 
three-dimensional sample from a joint distribution with density function 
f(x,y,z). 
In all our tests, the third random variable 5!:. is independent of J2. 
and d. We have 
f(x,y,z) = f d(x,y) f (z), 
p a 
where 5!:. is uniformly distributed over the interval (4.5, 15.5). 
In what follows, we shall introduce four parameters that determine 
fpd(x,y) and that we believed a priori to be of possible influence on any 
algorithm's performance. In fact, three of them are already mentioned as 
such by Srinivasan [21] and Baker and Martin [1]. Their work indicates that 
the choice of a particular function may have a strong influence on the 
performance of any tardiness algorithm in a way that may be characteristic 
for the algorithm in question. 
The first parameter measures the correlation bet-ween J2. and _c!, p(12.,_c!). 
It is intuitively plausible that there may be a significant difference 
between problems where longer jobs tend also to have later due-dates, and 
problems where there is no correlation whatsoever. If a. = 1/n for all i, 
l 
then a problem with perfect correlation can be trivially solved by 
ordering the jobs according to non-decreasing d. (see Emmons [8]). To 
l 
investigate the influence of correlation we use two different sorts of 
functions fpd(x,y). Either 
fpd(x,y) = f/x) fd(y), 
in which case J2. and d are independent random variables and p (12.,_c!) = 0, or 
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in which case the due-date generated depends explicitly on the processing 
time and p(12.,.9:) depends on the particular form of the density functions 
involved. 
In both cases, 12. is normally distributed with expectationµ and 
. 2 2 p 
variance crp. We arbitrarily fix µp = 100. With regards to crp however, we 
have to introduce as the second possibly significant parameter the relative 
variation of processing times s = cr /µ . We introduces because our lower 
p p 
bound will presumably be sharper when processing times differ relatively 
little, as will be obvious from section 2,3, Hence, we may expect problems 
with small s to be relatively easy for our algorithm. 
In the case of non-correlated 12. and .9:, _£ is uniformly distributed with 
expectation µd and variance cr! = A:/12, where Ad denotes the length of the 
interval on which fd(y) > 0. 
We fix µd by introducing as a third parameter the average tardiness 
factor t = 1 - µd/(nµp). The value oft roughly indicates the average 
fraction of jobs that will be late (cf.[1]). Problems with t = 1 or t = 0 
tend to be easy: if all jobs are late, then ordering the jobs according to 
non-decreasing p./a. produces an optimal schedule, and if we find by 
i i 
ordering the jobs according to non-decreasing d. that no job is late, then 
i 
clearly this schedule is optimal (Emmons [8] gives slightly stronger 
versions of these theorems). Srinivasan [21] found problems where tis near 
0.65 to be most difficult. 
Finally, Ad is fixed by the fourth parameter, the relative range of 
due-dates r = Ad/(nµp). Intuitively, a larger increases the number of 
times that Corollaries 1.1 and 2.1 can be applied, thereby speeding up 
computations. 
In the case of correlated 12. and.£, £112.=p is again uniformly 
distributed, with µdip and AdJp specified analogously by t 
and r = Adjp/(np). Specific values of s, t and r determine 
p (12.&) . We have 
as can be established by straightforward calculations. 
= 1 - µdjp/(np) 
the value of 
Choosing for non-correlated or correlated 12. and i, and fixings, t and 
r, we can generate n triples (p. ,d. ,a.) and test the three algorithms on i i i 
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the problem so generated. Each generated value is rounded off to the nearest 
integer, and if a negatived. is generated, we reset d. = O, which implies 
i i 
adding a constant to c.(t) and therefore does not influence the final 
i 
schedule. 
3.3. Computational results 
We generated a set of 48 problems for n = 10 and for n = 15 and 24 problems 
for n = 20. The four parameters, defined in section 3.2, were set at various 
values in order to detect their influence on the three algorithms, mentioned 
in section 3.1. These algorithms were coded in ALGOL 60 and run on the 
Control Data Cyber 73-28 computer of the SARA Computing Centre in Amsterdam. 
We allowed Shwimer's and our algorithm five minutes to finish each problem; 
lexicographic enumeration was stopped after one minute. 
The computational results can be found in Tables II and III. As to the 
measures of performance, we remark that the solution time in Table I is 
measured in CPU-seconds, the number of nodes in Table III includes elimina-
ted potential descendant nodes, a median was calculated only if more than 
half of the problems finished in time, and a maximum only if all problems 
finished in time. 
The results are classified according to the value of the average 
tardiness fac-tor t, this factor having the major influence on the perfor-
mance of the algorithms. There is a significant difference between "easy" 
problems with t = 0.2 or t = o.4 and "difficult" problems with t = 0.6 or 
t = o.8. 
On the easy problems, lexicographic enumeration is rather successful 
and runs quickly through large numbers of nodes. Also Shwimer's algorithm 
performs well, notably for n = 15 and t = 0.4. In fact, Shwimer tested 
his method only on problems where t = (n-1)/2n, i.e. t = 0.47 for n = 15. 
The new algorithm exhibits a satisfactory and steady behaviour. Both the 
median and maximum numbers of nodes examined by this method are signifi-
cantly smaller than the numbers for the other two methods, so our lower 
bound is indeed more effective in pruning the search tree. For these 
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problems, however, it seems hardly worth-wile to spend much time on the 
computation of sophisticated lower bounds. 
Turning to the difficult problems, we see that our algorithm is by far 
superior to the other algorithms. This is most clearly shown by the results 
for the problems with 15 or 20 jobs. Of the latter set of twelve problems, 
lexicographic enumeration and Shwimer's method do not finish any problem 
at all; our algorithm succeeds in finishing seven of them. The measures of 
performance become completely worthless in this situation. It is of interest 
to note, however, that the best solutions to unfinished problems, found by 
our algorithm, are better than Shwimer's. Our results seem to contradict 
Srinivasan's remark [21] that problems with t = 0.65 are the most difficult 
ones; problems with t = 0.8 are clearly the most difficult here. 
We will now discuss the influence of the remaining three parameters p, 
sand ton the performance of our algorithm. 
As to the correlation p, no influence at all could be demonstrated. 
The relative variation of processing times s has a significant influ-
ence for problems with 15 or 20 jobs, as demonstrated by the sign test 
(a< 0.02). For n = 20, eleven out of twelve problems withs= 0.05 were 
finished with a median solution time of 8 seconds, while only eight out of 
twelve problems withs= 0.25 were finished with a median of 150 seconds. 
On the average, 70 percent of the nodes were eliminated by the underesti-
mate LB or by Elmaghraby's Lemma whens= 0.05, and only 4o percent when 
r 
s = 0.25. Furthermore, the first schedule found by our algorithm, corre-
sponding to the assignment in the root node, was at worst 1 percent from 
the optimum whens= 0.05 and at worst 20 percent whens= 0.25. As 
expected our lower bound depends heavily on s. 
The relative range of due-dates r has a considerable influence. Prob-
lems with r = 0.95 are significantly easier than problems with r = 0.20. 
Finally, we remark that both the computer programs and the test data 
are obtainable form the authors. 
number 
n t of 
problems New Alg. 
10 0.2 24 0.08 
o.6 24 0.57 
15 0.2 12 0.02 
o.4 12 0.11 
o.6 12 6.29 
o.8 12 45.61 
20 0.2 6 0.78 
o.4 6 1. 10 
o.6 6 180.75 
o.8 6 >300 
number 
n t of 
problems New Alg. 
10 0.2 24 1 
o.6 24 56 
15 0.2 12 1 
o.4 12 41+ 
o.6 12 647 
o.8 12 4532 
20 0.2 6 9 
o.4 6 25 
































New Alg. Shwimer Lex.Enum. 
0.26 0. 11 0.04 
3.32 42.41 47,92 
0.55 0.31 0.28 
8. 16 3.86 14.75 
121.82 >300( 3x) >60(10x) 
85.56 >300(12x) >60(12x) 
1. 19 0.32 0.24 
20.31 10. 19 21. 64 
>300(2x) >300(6x) >6o(6x) 
>300(3x) >300(6x) >60(6x) 
MAXIMUM 
New Alg. Shwimer Lex.Enum. 
8 14 64 
456 12284 96328 
28 69 572 
541 586 36231 
9564 - -
9952 - -
29 29 580 -· 




4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In view of our computational results, our main conclusion clearly has to be 
that the problem of minimizing total weighted tardiness remains a very dif-
ficult one. A fortiori the same remark applies to the problem of minimizing 
total costs for a general cost function. Due to a lack of structure that is 
typical for complex combinatorial programming problems, some form of implicit 
enumeration still seems an obvious solution method. Our results indicate 
that even stronger elimination criteria and sharper lower bounds are needed 
to cut down the size of the search tree. 
The usefulness of elimination criteria is strongly underlined by our 
experiments. An easy extension of our algorithm would be to check all of 
them in every node again. Also it may be worth-wile to look for more elim-
ination criteria. We feel that we have thoroughly examined the possible 
effects of interchanging two jobs, but one may look into the effects of 
moving three or more jobs at a time. 
The idea of computing lower bounds by solving linear assignment prob-
lems whose coefficients c .. underestimate the costs of putting job J. in 
iJ i 
position j, can be applied to a broader set of problems, e.g. to the prob-
lem of minimizing total costs in an m-machine flow shop where passing is 
not permitted (see [17]). In view of the lack of any algorithm in this area, 
this seems an interesting object for future research. 
For the one-machine problem this lower bound has turned out to be very 
useful. It could be strengthened by considering only those solutions to the 
assignment problem that respect known precedence relations. It is difficult 
to predict the effectiveness of this approach, since the resulting integer 
programming problem seems rather complicated, and the precedence relations 
are observed already in the computation of the present cost coefficients. 
None the less, it seems necessary to develop a fundamentally stronger 
lower bound. Especially, very sharp bounds should be used in the upper 
levels of the search tree, where pruning may lead to large reductions in 
the number of potentially optimal solutions. As we move down the tree, 
pruning leads to smaller reductions, and simpler lower bounds combined with 
more extensive enumeration become more attractive. This suggests the use 
of lower bounds of varying computational complexity throughout the tree: a 
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gZiding iower bound. We tried to apply this idea in our algorithm by using 
lexicographic enumeration in the seven deepest levels of the tree. This led 
to a disappointingly small decrease in computation time, but the idea could 
become useful in the future. 
In spite of all the work done so far, the problem of minimizing total 
costs in one-machine scheduling is likely to remain a challenge to research-
ers for a long time to come. 
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ALGOL 60 PROCEDURES 
A. New algorithm 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MSP SUMAKTK BB 
(N, P, D, A, ;zsTAR, XSTAR, "IN, NF, NP, NC, Nl:, EL)J 
"VALUE" N,ZSTARJ "INTEGER" N1 ZSTAR,NN,Nf,NP 1 NC,NE,ELJ 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" P,D,A,XSTARJ 
"COMMENT" SCHEDULING N JOBS ON 1 MACHINE 
A NON•DECREASING PROCESSING TIMES I P[11Nl 
* DUE DATES I 0[11NJ 
* WEIGHTS l A[1:NI 
MINIMIZING THE SUM Of THE WEIGHTED TARDINESSES 
* UPPERBOUND l ZSTAR 
* Ml~l~UM t MSP SUMAKTK BB 
A IF UPPERBOUNO > MINIMUM THEN OPTIMAL SEQUENCE S XSTARt11NJ 
BY BRANCH•AND~BOUND 
ANN IS THE NUMBER OF NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE 
* NF ~ODES LEAD TO BRANCHING 
* NP NODES ARE ELIMINATED BY SOLVING AN ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM 
• NC NODES ARE ELIMINATED BY A DUAL UNDERESTIMATE 
* NE NODES ARE ELIMINATED BY ELMAGHRA8Y 1 5 LEMMA 
* EL TIMES ELMAGHRABYtS LEH~A IS APPLIEDJ 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,J,H,K,IO,JO,T,ClJ,Ul,MIN,UP,Pl,Dl,Al,NAl,NBI, 
PAI,PBir "BOOLEAN" CYCLEJ 
PJNTEGlR" "ARRAY" ELM,X,Y,U,V,I\IA 1 N8,PA,P8,DIS,NEXT[1lNJ, 
1.AB,SUC,PRE I01Nl ,C,PREC [11N, 11'-'l J 
"PROCEDURE" NE~SUL(Z)J "VALUE" ZJ "INTEGER" Z1 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" JJ ZSTARJ• Zr 
"FOR" Js: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ~ "D0" XSTAR(JJ ia XIJJ 
"ENO" NE.iso1., 
"PROCEDURE" VEC IhD QSORTCA, I~D, LO, UP)J "CODE" 110211 
"COMMENT" VEC IND QSORT REARRA"'GES THE CONTENTS OF lND[LDJ,•••,INO[UPl 
SUCH THAT A[IND(LOll,•••,A[IND[IJPll HAVE ASCENDING ORDER, 
USING ALGORITHM ijQ2, COM~ 0 ACM 1 13,b93(1q70)J 
nPROCEDURE" VEC2 QSORT(A, lND, LO, UP)J "CODE" 11024J 
"COMMENT» VEC2 QSORT REARRANGES THE PAIRS OF NUMBERS (A[LOJ,INDCLOJ), 
.... , CA CUP], '[ND lUPl) INTO ASCENDING ORDER OF Tri£ r IRST MEMBERS, 
USING THE SAME SORTING ALGDRITH~ AS VEC IND QSORTJ 
"PROCEDUREP PRECEDE~CE RELAT!ONS(N)J "VALUE" NJ "INTEGER" ~J 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" DPMAX,TJ "BOOLEAN" "ARRAY" AFT,8EF[l1NJ J 
"PROCEDURE" TRANS(J,K); "VALUE" J,~1 "INTEGER" J,KJ 
"ijEGIN" "INTEGER" I,Lr 
"l="OR 11 11= PRECO],PRE[Il "WHILE" l>O "DO'' 
"lf" I:K 1 PREC [K,Il : .. 1 "TrlEN" 
"FOR" LI= J,PRECCJ,Ll "WHILE" L>O "DO" 
11 lf" PRECCI,LJ::O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" PRECCL.,Ill= •11 PRECCI,Lll= PREC[I,Ill PRECll,111:: LJ 
PA CI.J 1c T1:: PA CL] .,p [I] f AFT [Ll 1= DPMAX >: TJ 
PB(Ilg:: Tp: PBCll+PCLlJ 
11 IF 11 1' > D tll "THEN" CYCLEu BEF' tll 1:: "TRUE" 
11 END 11 
"END" TRANSJ 
DPMAX;: o, Is= SUC[Ol1 Ta= PA[I]J CYCLEt= "fALSE"J 
11 FOR 11 I•= I, sue[!] "WHILE" l>O 11 00" 
11 BEGIN 11 Sff[ll p1 11 TRUE"J AFTCil g:1 CVCLEJ PBII= Dlll+P[Il J 
"IF" PBI > DPMAX "THEN" 
"BEGIN" OPMAXg: PBIJ CYCLE1:: OPMAX >= T "END" 
"EN0 11 J 
"FOR" II= 0, 0 "WHILE" CYCLE "DO" 
"BEGIN" CYCLE1: 11 FALSE"J 
"FOR" I ps SUC Ill "WHILE" l>O "D0" "IF" Aft CI] 1 BEF tll "THEN" 
"BEGIN" AI1:z Atl]J 01111 O(Ilr PAIi= pA[I)r 
PBl1• PB[IJ I "IF" PSI < DI •THEN" PBia= DIJ 
"FOR" Jsa LAB[IJ •~HILE" BEF[Il "00 11 
"BEGIN" BEP tll ii; •f Al.SE" J 
"FOR• Ja• PRECJI "WHILE" J>O "D0" 
"lF 11 PREC[I,JJ-:0 "THEN" "ELSE" 
11 IF 11 A [Jl >:AI & D [Jl oP!H 11 THEN" 
"BEGIN" TRANSCJ,I)I 
"lF" BEF[ll "THEN" P8l111 PB[II "ELSE" CYCLE!= •TRUEM 
"EN[)" 
"END"J 
•FOR" J111 O 11 i'JHILE" AFT tll "DO• 
"BEGIN" AFT tll 1111 •FAl.SE 11 J 
11 FOI~" J1= sue CJ] "i'IHILE" J>O "D0 11 
"If'' PREC[l,Jl"':0 "THEN" "ELSE" 
11 lF" "IF" DCJl>:PAl •THEN" 11 TRUE 11 "ELSE" "If" J>l 11 THEN" 
11 F'ALSE" "ELSE" A[Jl<:Al & D[Jl>=DI & D[J]+P[Jl>:PAI HTHENM 








"VALUE" ~,Q,LB,CS,LF,u,v, "INTEGER" ~,Q,L8,CS,LF1 
"INTEGER" "AMRAY" U,VJ 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" L,LEV,Io,K,MJ Ls=~, 
"FOR" H1= LF "STEP" "'1 "UNTIL" 1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" Ii:= ELM [HJ J 
"If" Y [Ill > L "THEN" LF1:: LF .. 1 "ELSE" 
"lF" DtII c Q "THEN" Hg:: 0 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" ELIZ EL+1J LBz= LB .. iJ[IJ .. vcLJ, 
"lF" LB>: ZSTAR "THEN« "BEGIN" NE:: NE+lJ "GOTO" OUT "ENON, 
Js:: Y C:CJ, 11 IF 11 J < L "THEN" 
"8EGIN 111 Ks: X Cl.) J 11 1F 11 K > 0 "THEN" V [Kl:: 01 
X[Ll ;1: lJ "IF" J > 0 "THEN" X[Jl p: OJ Ylll ;:: L 
"ENO~J 
Js= PR!~ Ill J sue [Jl 1= Kt= sue [IJ J PRE tKJ 1: Jr 
J1: lJ ttf0R 11 Jp,1 PREC[I,JI "WHILE" J>O 11 00" NA[JJt= NA(JJ•lr 
Q1: Q,.f) III J 1.1:: L .. 1, Lf Pll H•1 
"END" 
"ENO"r 
"IF" L: 0 "THlN" 
"BEGIN" NEWSOL(CS)1 NEs• NE+l "END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" 11 ARRAV" LAST,LBRC•L1•1J I 
NP;: NP+lJ I.Bl= ZSTAR•LBr 101:: 1J PI1= 01 
"FDR" 11:1 SUC[Ol,SUC[ll "WHILE" I>O "00" 
"BEGIN" PBlu PB[ll J Alga A[Il, NBIJ: JQp: NBtll, 
MINpi: •~V(NBIJ; Jpi OJ 
"FOR" Jaa SUC[J] "WHILE" J>O "00" "IF" PREC[I,J)mO "THEN" 
"BEGINn NBis: NBI+1, PBI1= PBI+PtJJJ 
C [I,NBIJ p1 CIJ1: "lF" PBI > 0 "THEN" Al•PBI "ELSE" OJ 
CIJsm CIJ•Vt~BIJ J "IF" CIJ < MJN 11 THEN" 
"BEGIN" MIN1: CIJJ Joa= NBI "END" 
"END"r 
"FOR" NBl1= NBI+l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" L "00" 
"IF" CCI,NBI]: 11 10 "THEN" NBiss L "EL.SF- 11 CtI,NBils:a: "to, 
HJ:s MJN,-U[Il J "IF'" H > 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN~ LBs= LB"HJ "IF" LB en O •THEN" "GOTO" OUTp 
u [l] sn MIN 
"ENO"J 
Jsa V[Il 1 "If" "IF" JmO "THEN" "FALSEu "ELSE" M!N+VtJl<CCI,Jl 
"THEN" Y(ll 1: X[Jl pi: J1:a: OJ 
"IF" J:10 & X[Jol=o "THEN" "BEGIN" X[JOJI= r, Y[IJu JO "END• 
"END"J 
"FOR" Js~ L "STEP" ~1 "UNTl~" 1 "DO" "IF" X[JJ:o "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MINsm nq, 
"FOR" :t ga: SUC COl, SUC tll "WHILE" I>O "00 11 
"8EGIN 1• CIJg: CCI,JJ .. U[II J "IF" CIJ <= MIN "THl:.N" 
11 BEG:IN" 101:: 11 
MlNs: "IF" Y[I0l=0 "THEN" CIJ•l "ELSE" CIJ 
"EN0'11 
"ElliO" J 
Taa "ff" Y[I0l::i0 "THEN" MlN+1 "~LSE" MV"J H1:a: hVlJIJ 
"IF" H > 0 "THEN" 
"BtGlN" LBI= LB"HJ "1F 11 LB cc O "THEN" "GOTO" OUTS 
V[J)g:a T 
11 END"J 
"IF" T :> "llN 11 THEN11 "B~GI'Jtt X (Jl 1111 ro, y l!OJ 1111 J "END" 
11 END 11 p 
"FDR" Ios= PREtoJ,PRUIOl 11 11/HILE. 11 10>0 11 D0 11 "If'" VtIOl•O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MI~IB "CIJ NIHP= NB[IOIJ "-!All• L111NAtlO)J 
"FOR" JI• NRI 11 STEP" 1 "U'JTlL" NAI "D0 11 
"BEGIN'" OlStJl1111 DI111 CCIO,Jl•VIJl1 NEXT[Jla• Ji I.AB[JJ111 IOJ 
"lF" DI < ■ MIN 11 THEN 11 
"BEGIN" J01111 J1 
"II11J111 11 n" x 1.n 1110 11 Tl'IEN" 01-1 11 F.LSE 11 01 
"E ~D 111 
"END" I 
u11111 11 rF 11 x1Jo1110 11 r,,~N 11 lilJN+l "t-LS~" MlN1 H111 ur .. urtol+Pt1 
ulIOls= UI1 "IF" H > o 11 T'1E"I" 
11 BEGlN" LBa= LB•Hr 11 IF 11 L6 <= 0 "THEN" "GOTO" OUT 11 lND 11 , 
"IF" UI > MIN "THEN" 
"BEGIN" Y[IOl 1= JOJ X[JO] :: !OJ "GOTO" NE.XTI 11 END 11 J 
11 FOR" JI= NBI~l "STEP" "1 "UNTIL" 1, 
NAI+l 11 STEP 11 1 "UNTIL" L "DO" 
"BEGIN" OIStJ]:: 11 CJJ NEXT[Jl1= J "END"J 
UP p: L J 
"FOR" I:: X[JOJ,X[NEXT[JOII "~HILE" l>O & MlN 4 •"S "00" 
"BEGIN" NEXT[JOJ 1: NEXT[UPJ s UPI• UP"'lJ HI= Utll•MlNJ MINI= 11 8J 
"FOR" Kl= l 11 STEP" 1 "UNTIL" UP "00 11 
"BEGIN" J1=1 NEXT[K]J ClJ1• C[I,JhH•VCJJJ 011• OIStJlJ 
"lF" CIJ < OI 6 THEN" 
11 BEGIN 11 DIS[J]p; 011:11 CIJJ LAB[Jlu I 11 END"J 
"IF" DI<= MIN 11 THEN 6 
"BE:Glr-.1" Joe= KJ 
MINI• "IF" X[JJ ■ O "THEN" 01•1 "fLSE" DI 
"END" 
"EN0 11 
11 END" J 
MIN1: MIN+l•UlJ "IF" MIN> 0 "THEN" 
11 BEGIN 11 LB1• LB•MlNJ "IF" LB c: 0 "THEN" "GOTO" our, 
PI1s PI+MINJ 
11 F0R" J1• 1 "STEP" 1 "U~TIL" L "D0 11 
11 BEGIN" HI• DIS[JJ•UI1 "IF" MIN< H "THEN" HI• MINJ 
V[Jl1• V[Jl ♦ HJ II• X[Jls "IF" I ► 0 "THEN" U[IJ1• U[ll•H 
"ENO" 
"END"J 
11 FOR• Jg: ~EXT[JOJ,JO "WHILE" J>O "00" 
"BEGIN" X[JJp1 Ia• LAB[J]J JOU Y(I]J Y[Ila:a J "END"J 
!IIEXTl I 
"ENO"J 
Tsa QJ l1• X[l.lr CIJ1= ZSTU•CS•ClI,L]J 
"FOR" J1• L•l 11 STEP 11 •1 "UNTIL" 2 "DO" 
"BEGIN" tr• Y.P[I]J 11= X[JJ, Hu , .. o[IIJ "IF" H > 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" CIJI• ClJ•A[ll*HJ 




I.Ba• LB•CIJJ 11 IF 11 LB ca O 11 THEN 11 11 GOT0 11 OUTJ 
BRANtH1 NF1• NF+1J LB1: LB ♦ V!Ll J LEVI• OJ 
"F0R 11 101• PRE[OJ,PRflIOJ "~HILE" 10>0 11 D0" 0 IF" NA[IOJ•O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" NNI: N"l+lJ CIJI• LB•CtIO,LJ+U[IOJr "IF" CIJ > 0 "THEN" 
"BE.GIN" L.E'/1: LEV•lr LAST[LEVl1• lor LBR[L.E'/Jt• ZSTA"-CIJ "END• 
"END"J 
"IF" LEV•O "THEN" "GOTO" our, 
VEC2 QSORT(LBR,L.AST,LEV,•l)J LBI ■ L•lr 
PFQR 11 LEVI• LEV nSTEP" 1 11 U"lTIL" •1 11 00 11 
"lF 11 LBqlLEVJ >• ZSTAR "THE"" LEVI• 0 "ELSI:." 
11 BEGlN" It• IOP• LAST!LEVJ J J1• YIIOl 1 "If" J < L 11 THE!II" 
11 fH.GIN 11 Y IXll.l ll• Or X [Ll I• 101 V [JOI I• l.J 
"IF" J > 0 "THE",!" X[J]pl 0 
11 EN0"J 
11 FOR" 11• PRECtlO,ll 11 111HlLE" t>O "00 11 NA[Il I ■ NA[IJ•1' 
H111 pqf [IO] J sue IHI 1= ,,... sue IIOl J PRI:. [Kl I ■ HJ 
NOOE (LB, lil•P l IO l , L BR 11.t. V l , CS +C [IO, L l , L F, U, V) J 
1111 I0J "f0R 11 II• PREC[l0,11 11 W1-41LE. 11 I>O "00" !IIA[lll• NAIIl+lJ 
SUCl ►1J1• PRE.[Kll• 10 
"E "0" 
11 EN0 11 J 
CUTI "FOR" LI• L+l 11 STt~ 11 l "UNTIL" M 11 00 11 
"BfGlN 11 J1• XILl1 SiJCtPREtllla• P~El!SUClllJ1• JI ■ lJ 
11 FoR 11 Ju P~EC[l,Jl 11 ,,rnILE" J•O 11 00 11 NAIJl1• "IAtJl+l 
"fND 11 
11 END 11 lll()Of1 
33 
34 
N~a= 1, NF1= NPr= NEt= UP1= T1= o, H1= NJ 
"FOR" II= 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"8EGIN 11 ELMfl];: IJ NA[IJ1: Or T1a T+P[IJ 11 END"J 
VEC IND QSORTCD,EL~,l,N)J 
°FOR" JI~ N 11 STEP" ~1 "UNTIL" 1 "00" 
"SEGlN" II: ELMtJ]J "IF" Dill < T "THEN" J1a O "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" T1a hP[I]J XSUR[N]la NAtIJ1: IJ NI ■ N•l 11 END 11 
"ENO"J . 
ELI• H"NJ "IF" N:O "THENM 
"8EG1N" NEI• tJ ZSTARI• 0 "END" "ELSE" 
"8EGIN" OIi• "lOJ 
11 FOP 11 Is• H "STEP" •1 "UNTIL" 1 •DO" "IF" NAIIl•O "THEN" 
11 BEGIN" PB[!Jsa Pips P[IJJ PAIIJ1• TJ 
"IF" PI< DI "THEN" "BEGIN" OIi• PIJ Joa= UP "END", 
sue [IJ ,. UPJ PRE IUPJ ,. UP1• 1, . 
LAB[lll• •IF" PRE[JOJ•I "THEN" I "ELSE" JOJ 
"FOR 0 JI• 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" H "DO" PRECCI,JJ1: OJ 
PREC tl, I J I• •2 
"ENO"J 
sue IOl 1• UPJ PRE [UPJ ,. o, 
PRECEDENCE RELATIONS(H)J 
CIJa• OJ 
•FOR" Ila SUC[Ol,SUC[IJ "WHILE" l>O "00" 
"BEGIN" NBll• lJ NAIi• J1• OJ 
•FQRP JI• SUC[Jl "WHILE" J>O "00" 
"IF" PRECtI,JJ:~1 "THEN" 
"BEGI~" C[l,N•NAila= "10J Nlla• ~AI+l "END" "ELSE" 
"IF" PRECII,JJ> 0 •THEN" 
11 8EGIN" C[I,NBil1: "lOJ NBita NBI+l •ENOPJ 
NBtIJ1• NBIJ NAllJI ■ U[IJ1 ■ NUr 
PBUJI• PBiu PB[IJ.,OllJ, C[I,NBila• o, "IF" PBI > 0 "THEh" 
"BEGIN" PB[IJ1• OJ D[IJ111 D[IJ+PeI, CIJa ■ CIJ+AUhPBI •t:ND 11 
11 EN0 11 f 
"FOR" IOI= N 11 STEP 11 •I "UNTIL" 1 11 00" 
"BEGIN" Olga V tIOJ 1• o, 
11 F0R" Kt• IO 11 STEP" •l 11 UNTlL" l 0 00° 
"8EGIN~ JI ■ ELM[~Jr "IF" U_[JJ ■ O & O[Jl>OI 11 THEN" 
"BEGIN" Dit• O(JJ r HI ■ K "END" 
0 END"J 
Is• ELM[H)J ELMIHlt• ELMIIOJJ ELMllOJI ■ X[IOJI• JI• 1r vtlll• 10, 
"FOR" Js• PRECII,JJ 11 WHILE" J>O 0 00" UtJJt ■ U[JJ11l 
11 EN0 11 f 
NOOE(N,T,CIJ,CIJ,N,U,V) 
"E"ID"J 
NCI• NN•NP•NEt NP1• NP•NFJ 
~SP SuMAKTK BBi• ZSTAR 
•E~o• MSP SUMAKTK ea, 
B. Shwimer' s algorithm 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MSP SUMAKTK BB SHW!MER 
CN, P, D, A, 2'.STAR, XSTAR, NN, "IA, NB, NC, EL)J 
"VALUE" N,ZSTARJ "INTEGER" N,ZSTAR,NN,NA,NB,NC,EL1 
"l"ITEGER" "ARRAY" P,D,A,XSTARJ 
"CO~MENT" SCHEDULING N JOBS ON 1 MACHINE 
* NON•DECREASING PROCESSING TIMES I P[llNl 
• DUE DATES I OtlrNJ 
• WEIGHTS I A[lsNl 
MINIMIZING THE SUM OF THE WEIGHTED TARDINESSES 
• UPPERBOUND & ZSTAR 
• MINIMUM I MSP SUMAKTK BB 
• IF UPPERBOUNO ► MINIMUM THEN OPTIMAL ·SEQUENCE l XSTARElaNl 
BY A BRANCH•ANO~AOUND A~GORlTHM OF J 1 SHWIMER, 
MANAGEMENT SCI,18,8301•313(1972) 
• NN IS THl NUMBER OF NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE 
• NA NODES ARE ELIMINATED BY A LOWER BOUND CALCULATION 
* NB NODES LEAD TO BRANCHING 
* NC NODES PRODUCE A BETTER SOLUTION 
* EL TIMES ELMAGHRASV•S LEMMA IS APPLJEOp 
"BEGIN" "INTE(,ER" I,J,H,K,11,PI,T,AI,MAXH,MAXT,LMAX,IMAX,IM!N, 
ClJ,A1,A2,Q,Ol,J1r 
"INTEGf.R" 11 ARRAY 11 X,LATE,NOTL.A.ST[11NJ,SUC,PRl:.[OPil,PRECtl1N,l1N]J 
"PROCEDURE" NE~SOL(Z)1 "VALUE" Zg "INTEGER" ZJ 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" J1 ZSTARB• Z1 
•FOR" Jg ■ I "STEP" 1 11 UNTIL~ N °00" XSTARtJJ 1• XtJJ 
"ENO" NEWSOLJ 
•PROCEOURf" VEC IND QSORTCA, IND, LO, UP)r "CODE" 110211 
"PROCEDURE" VEC2 QSORT(A, IND, LO, UP)J "CODE" 11024J 
"COMMENT" SEE PROCEDURE MSP SuMAKTK BBJ 
"INTEGER" HPROCEDURE~ LO~ERBOUND SHWJME~(Q)J 
•VALUE" QJ "INTEGER" GJ 
"BEGIN" NNsa NN+11 
Ts• MA)(Hp:: o, CIJs• Alp: "15J IMAX pl sue [OJ J 
"FOR" ls• lMAX,SUCCil "WHILE" 1>0 "DO" 
11 8EGlN 11 Tpi: T+fJ Ill J LATE til 1111 T,.D tll I 
AI&• A lll p "lF 11 Al < A1 "THEN" . 
•BEGIN" A23• All Ala• Air lMINa• I "END" "ELSE" 
"If" Al< A2 "THEN" A21• AI 
"END"J 
11 FOR 11 It• PIAX,SUCCIJ "WHIL.E" I>O "DO" 
"BEGIN" "IF" l•lHAX ~THEN" 
"BEGIN" J1: 1, LMAXgs 01 
"FOR" JI• SUCtJl "WHILL" J>O "00" 
"IF" LATt[Jl > LMAX "THEN~ 
"BEGIN" LMAX3s LATECJl I !~AX1: J "END" 
"END"I 
MAX T 111 
MAXT 311 
LMAX..P!Il1 fps CJ•OtllJ 
("IP" T<•O "THEN" 0 "ELSE" A[Il•T> 
("IF" MAXT>"1AXH "THEN" MAXT "ELSE" 
("IF" IaIMIN "THEN" A2 "ELSE 11 A1)P 
"l~" MAXT < CIJ 11 THEN" CIJ11 MAXT1 
~IF'" LATE tll > "1AXH "THEN" "1AXHU LATE [IJ 
"END II, 
LOWERBOUNO SHWIML~ 1111 CIJ 




"VALUE" M,Q,ZJ "INTEGER" M,Q,Z7 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" L,L1,LEV,IO,K,Hr 
NB1• NBtlJ La= MJ 11= PRE[O)J 
11 F0R" Is= I 11 WHILE" "IF" I=o "THEN" "FALSE" "ELSE" D[I] >= Q "DD" 
11 BEGIN° XtLJ1= 1, EL1= EL+1, LP= L .. 1, Q1= Q .. Pcn, 
PREIOJa: I111 PRE[IlJ SUCIIJ1: 0 
11 END 11 J 
11 IF 11 L <: 1 •THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" L=l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" XC1Jp1 It• SUC[Olr Zs ■ ZtAtihCQ•DtIJ) "fND"J 
"IF" Z < ZSTAR "THEN" 
"BEGIN" NEWSOL(Z)J NCa= NCt1 "ENO" 
11 END 11 "ELSE" 
11 BEGIN" •INTEGER" "ARRAY" LAST,LB[~La•llJ 
LEV1= Or 
"FOR" 101: PRE (OJ ,PRE [IO] ""HILE" IO > 0 "D0" 
"If 11 NOTLAST [IOI < NB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" Ia: IOJ "FOR" I1m PREC[IO,ll "WHILE" I>O "DD" 
NOTLAST CIJ 1111 NB 
11 END"J 
11 FOR 11 IOI= PREIOl,H "WHILE" IO> 0 "DO" 
•BEGIN" Ha= PRE IIOJ J "IF 11 NOT LAST IIOJ c NB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" sue [HJ,. K1s sue tIOJ J PRE [Kl•= Hr 
Ts• LOWERBOUNO SHwIMER(Q•PCIO))tZtA[IOJ•(Q•DtIOl)J 
"IF" T < ZSTAR "THEN" 
"BEGIN" LEVI• LEV•lJ LASTCL,EVJ a• IOJ LB[LEVJ I• T "ENO"J 
sue [HJ p: PRE tKJ Pl IO 
"END" 
''ENO" J 
"If" LEV c O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" Lll• LwlJ 
VEC2 QSORTCLB,LAST,LEV,•l)J 
"FOR" LEVI ■ LEV "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" •1 "00" 
"IF" LBIL.EVJ >a ZSTAR 11 THEN" LEVI• 0 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" IOI• X(L]p1 LASTlLEVJJ 
HIii: PRE IIOl' sue [HJ,. Ku sue [IO]' PRE [Kl,. tiJ 
NODE CL 1 , Q,,,p t IO J , Z + A I IO J * ( Q •D t IO l ) ) J 




"FOR" LI= L+1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" M 11 00" 
"BEGIN" I I• X [L], sue (PRE (IJ J a= PRE[SUC (II]•= I "END" 
"E~D" NODEJ 
NN1: 11 N83: NCI• ELI• Q1: J1a CIJ1111 OJ 
11 FOR" Ir: 1 "STEP" l "UNTIL" N 11 00" 
11 BEGIN 11 Xtll 1• IJ SUC(ll pt "B•OCIJdlll 0 END 11 1 
VEC IND QSORT(SUC,X,1,N)J 
11 FOR 11 Kl= 1 11 STEP 11 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"8EGil1P1 111: XIKlr PRE(lla: Jr SUC!JJ1: J1:: It CH= Q+P(Ilt 
HI• QwDtil J "IF" H > 0 MTHEN" CIJ1: ClJ+AIIJ•HJ 
AIU A[K]J Pis= PIK]J OJ:: O[KJJ Its= KJ 
"FOR" HI ■ K~1 "STEP" ~1 "U~TIL" 1 11 D0" 
"IF" AlH]>:a:Al "THEN" LATE(I1l1= Ila• Hr 
LATEII1J1: OJ 111: Jtp: KJ 
"FOR" Jt1• LATEIJ1J"WHILE" J1>0 "DO" 
"IF" D[Jl]oDI "THEN" PRE:C[j,<,Jl]S: 111= Jlr 
PRECCK,11)1: NOTl,.AST(IJ1= 0 
11 END"J 
sue CI]•= o, PRE [OJ•= I' 
11 IF 11 CIJ < ZSTAR 11 THEN" NEWSOLCCIJ)J 
NOOECN,Q,O)J 
NA&= NN•NBJ NBa= NB•NCr 
MSP SUMAKTK 8H SHWtMER 1: ZSTAR 
"END" MSP SUMAKTK Bij SH~IMtRJ 
C. Lexicographic enumeration algorithm 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MSP SUMAKTK LEX 
(N,P,D,A,ZSTAR,XSTAR,NA,NB,NC,ELlJ "VALUE" N,lSTARJ 
"INTEGtR" N1 ZSTAR,NA,N8,NC,EL, "INTEGER" "ARRAY" P,D,A,XSTARJ 
"COMMENT" SCHEDULING N JOBS ON l MACHINE 
* PROCESSI~G TIMES1 PC11NJ 
• ouE~OATESI D(llNJ 
* wEIGHTS1 A[11Nl 
MINIMIZING THE SUM OF wEIGHTED TARDINESSES 
* UPPERBOUNDI ZSTAR 
• MINIMUM1 MSP SUMAKTK LEX 
* IF UPPERBOUND > MINI~UM THEN OPTIMAL SEQUENCES XSTARtt1NJ 
BY BOUNDED LEXICOGRAPHIC ENUMERATION 
*~ANODES ARE ELIMINATED 
• NB NODES LEAD TO BRANCHING 
* NC NODES PRODUCE A BETTER SOLUTION 
• EL TIMES ELMAGHRABY 1 S LEMMA IS APPLIEDJ 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" Q, HJ •INTEGER" "ARRAY" Xl11Nl 1 
"PROCEDURE" VEC IND QSORT(A, IND, LO, UP)J "CODE" 11021J 
"COMMENT" SEE PROCEDURE MSP S~MAKTK 881 
"PROCEDURE" NODECM,Q,Z)J "VALUE" M,o,z, "INTEGER" M,Q,ZJ 
•BEGIN" "INTEGER" K, L, XMJ 
"FOR" HI• M "STEP" •1 "UNTIL" 1 "00" 
"BEGIN" XM111 X [MJ J 
"IF" D[XMJ < Q "THEN" Hl= 0 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" Ela: EL+ lp 
Ml~ M • lf Q1: Q • P[XMJ 
"END" 
11 END"J 
"IF" Ma O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" NCg: NC+ lr 
ZSTARI• ZJ 
"FOR" HI• N "STEP" ~1 "U~TlL" 1 "DO" XSTAR[~J1• X[HJ 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" NBra NB+ ls 
LI• M • 11 
"FOR" Kl• M "STEP" •1 ~UNTIL" 1 "00" 
"BEGIN" X [Ml 1• HU X [K] r X [Kl s:; XMJ X"l311: HJ 
HI• Z + A[XMJ • (Q '"'D[l("1])J 
"IF" H < ZSTAR "THEN" NOOECL,Q • PtXMl ,Hl "ELSE" NAU NA + 1 
"END"J 
"FOR" Kl• L "STEP" "'l "UNTIL" l "00" X CK + 1J t= X [Kl J X tll 1• XM 
"END" 
11 ENO"J 
NA:: NB1• NCt• ELI= Q111 OJ 
"FOR" HI ■ N "STEP" •l "UNTIL" 1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" X CH] s= HJ 
Q1: Q + P[Hl 
"END"r 
VEC lND QSORTCD,X,1,N)J 
"IF" ZSTAR > 0 "THEN" NODE(N,Q,O)J 
MSP SUMAKTK LEX1: ZSTAR 
"ENO" MSP SUMAt<TK LEXJ 
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